Custom Dynamics® Victory Wedge Badge
Installation Instructions

Everything to Light Up Your Ride®

We thank you for purchasing the Custom Dynamics® Victory
Wedge Badge. Our products utilize the latest technology and
high quality components to ensure you the brightest, most
reliable LED’s on the market. We offer one of the best warranty
programs in the industry and we back our products with
excellent customer support, if you have questions before or
during installation of this product please call Custom
Dynamics® at 1(800) 382-1388.

For Part Number(s):
GEN-VIC-106-L, GEN-VIC-106-R
Package Contents:
- Victory Wedge Badge L or R (1)
- Instructions

1.

Clean the surface area of the cover
before installing to ensure a good
surface for the tape to adhere to.
Rubbing alcohol works best.

2.
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Left (key) Side

Fitment: Victory Vegas, Kingpin, Hammer,
Jackpot, Vision, Cross Country with factory
or CD® Cheese wedge covers.
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Right Side

Installation
1.

Clean the surface area of the cover
before installing to ensure a good
surface for the tape to adhere to.
Rubbing alcohol works best.

Grab the Blue tab and pull to remove the backing from the 2 sided
tape.

2.

Grab the Blue tab and pull to remove the backing from the 2 sided
tape.

3.

Align the badge with the “V” contour
of the cover, if installing left side,
make sure key hole is aligned.

3.

Align the badge with the “V” contour
of the cover, if installing left side,
make sure key hole is aligned.

4.

Press badge onto the cover surface,
apply light pressure to ensure good
adhesion.

4.

Press badge onto the cover surface,
apply light pressure to ensure good
adhesion.

5.

Remove the protective cover from
the front of the badge.

5.

Remove the protective cover from
the front of the badge.

Left and Right Badges are sold separately.

Right Side Badge Installed on Cover

Questions? Call us at: 1 (800) 382-1388 M-TH 8:30AM-5:30PM / FR 9:30AM-5:30PM EST
02-2016SM
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